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ABSTRACT

THE MEANING OF RELIGIOUS BELIEFS PRACTICES AND COMMUNITY
TO LATTERDAY
LATTER DAY SAINT FATHERS OF CHILDREN WITH SPECIAL NEEDS

loren dean marks
program of marriage family and human development

masters of science

while the tragedy of american fatherlessness has evoked a growing body of
research religious beliefs practices and communities have not been a significant part of
the scholarly discussion

this article discusses possible reasons for this and reviews the

religion and family literature with a focus on fathers qualitative interviews were
conducted with 19 latter day saint LDS fathers of children with special needs and
analyzed to examine the meaning of religious experience for these fathers and their
families analysis indicated three dimensions of religious experience spiritual belief
religious practice and faith community

the spiritual belief in an eternal perspective

including the potential for family relationships to endure eternally was identified by the
researcher as central religious practice was found to be most meaningful when both
sacred and relational faith community was found to be most beneficial when the

congregation ward mentioned helped the fathers meet their families needs challenges
related to the three dimensions of religious experience are also reported religious

experience is discussed as a support for responsible fathering and a conceptual model of
religious experience and faithful fathering is presented
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religious meanings for LDS fathers

1I

THE MEANING OF RELIGIOUS BELIEF PRACTICE AND COMMUNITY FOR

LATTER DAY SAINT FATHERS OF CHILDREN WITH SPECIAL NEEDS
LATTERDAY

in 1977 psychologist edward stein declared

the right kind of fathers in

sufficient numbers during the coming years may well determine whether our civilization
will stand or fall

p

11

over the subsequent two decades family scholars have become

increasingly concerned with fathering in america in the 1990s few american social
issues have received more concerned attention than fatherlessness Blanke
nhom 1995
blankenhom
blankenhor

doherty kouneski & erickson 1998 popenoe 1996 the lack of quality fathering and
the problem of father absence have been linked with a host of social ills Blanke
nhom
blankenhom
blankenhor
1995 popenoe 1996

although nonmarital births and divorce rates have dropped slightly

since their peaks in the late 1980s and early 1990s in response to the growing concern of

fatherlessness family scholars have suggested ways in which more responsible fathering
might be promoted and encouraged doherty kouneski & erickson 1998 hawkins &

dollahite 1997 gushee 1995 levine & pitt 1995 with all of this effort it is
noteworthy that almost no research has investigated carefully the relationship between
religion and fathering marciano 1991 and the potential for religion to encourage

responsible fathering dollahite 1998b

this article explores

a the meaning of religious experience in the lives of

religious fathers and b possible connections between religious experience and meaning
and involved responsible fathering of a child with special needs fathers of children with

special needs

ie

chronic illness or disability may be especially helpful in exploring the

religious meanings for LDS fathers
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issue of responsible fathering because they face both typical and extraordinary

challenges these fathers may also be especially helpful in studying the meaning of
religious experience because special needs circumstances abound with questions of
meaning

after a brief discussion of the extant literature on family and religion with
emphasis on fathers the scant literature on fathers of special needs children is
summarized data from in depth interviews with nineteen fathers of children with special
needs are then presented focusing on the relationship between religious belief practice
and community and responsible involved fathering finally a conceptual model that

summarizes the findings is presented

REVIEW OF

literature

while the literature on religious belief and family over the past two or three
decades has been primarily concerned with demographic trends or belief transmission

dantonio

1980

newman
& wright 1982 current research on the
dantonio

meaning of religious experience in connection with fathers lived experience is beginning
to emerge dollahite 1998b perhaps it is an appropriate time for research that will help
to fulfill the hope that thomas and cornwall 1990 expressed to

address questions about the meaning of the human condition such an approach
humankinds
cannot ignore issues regarding the purpose of life human
kinds relationship to the
divine or the ghys
whys of births deaths and other intimate and family experiences
perhaps then we will begin to understand the place of family and religion in our
rapidly changing world p 990

religious meanings for LDS fathers
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the
religion and family literature
overview
of
brief

based on a review of the literature linking religion and family seven themes that
involved fathering in a context of religion emerged a religious belief and responsible
fathering b benefits of religious communities c religiosity as a psychological coping
marital family satisfaction and religiosity e transmission of paternal
support d maritalfamily
religiosity and f authoritarianism and religiosity

religious belief and responsible fathering in light of increased attention to
41

responsible fathering by scholars doherty et al 1998 it is interesting to note that an

issue frequently addressed in the religion and family work of the 1950s and 1960s was
the connection between religious beliefs and responsible fathering religious belief was

found to extend the expectation for men to bless their children christopherson
Christo pherson 1956
and establish an ought for men oark
clark
dark 1958

this ought refers not just to social

responsibility in fact a unique and critically important element of judeo
fudeo christian belief
is its capacity to hold men personally accountable to

god for their responsible or

irresponsible fathering horn in press Fich
ters 1962 finding of a lower absence rate
fichters
richters
among religious fathers indicates that such beliefs may have been influential in

promoting paternal involvement more recently Lat
shaws 1998 work on the centrality
latshaws

of faith in fathers role construction found that for many religious fathers faith provided
them with an axis mundi or center of meaning that helped prevent them from becoming
an uninvolved father

p 68

palkovitz and palms 1998 qualitative work on fathers

religiosity morals and values found that about half of the total group of 64 fathers
described some important changes in external behaviorscommitment
behaviors commitment to religion as a

religious meanings for LDS fathers
result of fatherhood
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dollahite marks and olsons 1998 study of fathers of

p 41

special needs children although not initially focused on religion found that religious

belief and practice influenced how the fathers coped the perspective they took the
way they experienced their fathering and the way they told their story

p 87

benefits of religious communities affiliation with a faith community has been

positively associated with a marital satisfaction bahr & chadwick 1985
people bahr & martin 1983

c family support

kin social networks ellison & george 1994
non
nonkin

wives larson & goltz 1989

crider 1988 and g
1988

f martial

b faith in

ellison & george 1994

d larger

e greater family satisfaction for

satisfaction of both women and men willits &

well being
various measures of personal wellbeing

an interesting finding by hendricks robinson brown

willits & crider

and gray 1984 that

relates directly to the problem of fatherlessness is that participation in a community of
faith correlated with a lower rate of fathering a child as an unwed adolescent until

recently there has been little examination of religious communities in connection with
fathers

eg horn

in press and many questions remain unanswered and even

unaddressed however the existing literature suggests that faith communities can be
beneficial to fathers and their families in at least three ways first faith communities

encourage men to be committed to their families according to nock 1998
member of a congregation
and responsibilities

p 88

As a

a man is known for how well he fulfills his obligations

fudeo christian religious tradition emphasizes that
second judeo

the proper context for fatherhood is within holy matrimony

horn in press

4

which is

congruent with doherty et al s 1998 statement that enduring marital partnerships may

religious meanings for LDS fathers
be the most important contribution to responsible fathering in our society

p 290

5

in

addition to any spiritual benefits a father might derive from involvement in his religion

ellison and george 1994 found that religious families also enjoy larger non
kin
nonkin
networks and a wider array of supportive transactions than do their more nonreligious
counterparts thus a religious community may support and encourage responsible
fathering efforts in a variety of ways

religion as a psychological coping resource A rapidly growing body of
literature initiated in part by psychologist alien
allen
ailen bergin 1983 1987 has demonstrated

that religion is a potent coping resource often positively correlated with mental health

starks

1
1971
psycho pathology
197 landmark finding that religiosity inversely predicted psychopathology

provided a springboard for examination of religion as a psychological support

pargaments
Parga
pargamenfs
ments religion and the psychology of coping 1997 documents a myriad of
psychological benefits associated with religion as does matthews and his colleagues
four volume the faith factor series 1 I1993a
993a 1993b 1995 1997

two recent edited

volumes include voluminous empirical support for a salutary relationship between
religiosity and mental health judd 1999 koenig 1998 it is also interesting to note that
in connection with drugs and alcohol substances historically more closely linked with

men religion has been shown to temper alcohol and marijuana use burkett 1993 and

problem drinking perkins 1987 A psychologically stable and mentally healthy father is
certainly more likely to be responsibly involved with his children

and family satisfaction and religiosity religiosity has been positively
marital andfamily
correlated with marital quality and enduring marriages burchinal 1957 redd 1999

6
LDS
fathers
meanings
for
religious

snider 1971 stinnett 1983 and can be a key sustaining factor in helping couples work
through the challenges and stresses of marriage

redd

1999

in recent studies call and

heaton 1997 found that several aspects of religious experience were positively
correlated to marital stability while

lee rice

and gillespie 1997 found that family

worship was strongly correlated with marital satisfaction research documenting similar

connections between various aspects of religious experience and increased
marital familial satisfaction are abundant eg bahr & chadwick 1985 bahr & martin
maritalfamilial
1983

thomas & cornwall 1990 including increased family satisfaction for wives

larson & goltz 1989 the repeated positive correlation of religiosity with increased
marital satisfaction and stability should be of special interest to scholars interested in

responsible fathering in light of
Erick sons 1998286
ofdoherty
ericksone
doherty kouneski and ericksons
conclusion from their literature review that the family environment most supportive of
fathering is a caring committed collaborative marriage

paternal religiosity perhaps no other topic within the frame of
transmission of ofpaternal
family and religion research has been examined more often as parent child transmission

of religious values while mothers usually rate as more influential on most general
political and social value measures fathers often rate as more influential than mothers
in the area

of religious values and beliefs acock & bengston 1978 clark
oark worthington
dark

& danser 1988 francis & gibson 1993

1984 and kieren & munro 1987

hoge & petrillo 1978 hunsberger & brown

thus fathers may play an especially important role in

transmitting moral and spiritual values to their children

author it arianism and religiosity perhaps partly through the influence of frauds
authoritarianism
freuds

religious meanings for LDS fathers
notion of the oppressive religious father
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vergote 1980 and partly through media

depictions of rigid religious fathers authoritarianism high control low warmth has
become linked with religious fathers in the minds of many however a review of
scholarship from the past five decades shows that such a notion is largely undocumented
by the data Christo
pherson 1956
christopherson

landis 1960 stark

1
1971
197

bahr 1982 and

thomas 1983 all failed to find a positive relationship between parental authoritarianism
and religiosity in recent studies on the authoritarianism religiosity relationship

giesbrecht 1995 again found no connection but did discover that antireligious
anti religious
adolescents had the least authoritative high control high warmth and supportive
parents bartowski and

xu

1999

examining authoritarianism and religiosity in fathers

found religious fathers especially conservative evangelical fathers to be less

authoritarian than those fathers who identified themselves as not religious thus religion
seems both to increase a fathers sense of responsibility to his children and correlate with

fathering that is less authoritarian and domineering

fathers of children with
mth special needs
relatively little research has been done on fathers of children with special needs
bomby 1994 lamb & laumann billings 1997 in connection with this shortage
homby
1
meyer
1991
iggi
199 concluded that these fathers had been conspicuously ignored
lamb and

p 153

this conclusion was further substantiated by hombys
hombis

1994 finding that most

research in this area paid little attention to fathers focusing instead on mothers and
siblings

the limited research available on fathers of special

needs children indicates that

such fathers face increased challenges turbiville 1994 and tend to have an especially

religious meanings for LDS fathers
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difficult time when the special needs child is a boy frey greenwell & fewell 1989

bristol 1984 found that a father s acceptance or rejection of the child with
special needs strongly influences the rest of the family while paternal rejection of
special needs children does occur at a rate above the norm fewell & vadasy 1986
many fathers respond generatively and remain highly committed brotherson 1995

brotherson & dollahite 1997
in his review of the literature olson 1998 identified six themes regarding
fathers of children with special needs
a fathers are an important part of family and marital systems and can have a
significant impact on their child with special needs 2 much what we know
about fathers of special needs children has come from maternal reporting of
paternal involvement and behavior c a disproportionate amount of the research
has focused on negative rather than positive aspects of fathering a special needs
child d some research suggests that religious practices beliefs and religious
communities can be resources for meeting challenging circumstances e fathers
often respond creatively in caring for their special needs children and want to be
involved in their childrens special programs and f fathers and children
reciprocally influence each other p 5566

mth special needs children and religiosity given the beneficial
families with
elements of religious experience it may be expected that such experience can serve as a
valuable resource for parents of special needs children although scholars have called for

research that examines how fathers of special needs children access support resources

bristol & gallagher 1986 lamb & meyer 1991

religious experience has only recently

been examined in this capacity dollahite et al 1998 marshall et al 1998

on a family

level religious beliefs and practices can provide a stable coping strategy and resource

across the life span bennet et al 1995 weisner beizer & stolze 1991

specific

religious meanings for LDS fathers
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religious practices that have been shown to be helpful in meeting challenges associated
with special needs children include blessings and prayer dollahite et al 1998 richards
& potts 1995

and religious stories and narratives webb mitchell 1993

religious

communities have also been shown to be a valuable coping resource for some bishop
1985 maton &

wells 1995 webb mitchell 1993 but unhelpful for others taylor &

chatters 1988 marshall et al 1998 summarized their work on religiosity and families
with special needs children by stating that family healing following the birth of child with
special needs is often inextricably related to religious faith

p 5

in connection with

fathers of children with special needs dollahite et al 1998 found that religious
experience was a meaningful support

research questions
based on the review of literature research questions regarding the specific
meanings and influences of fathers religious experience were developed
1

what meaning if any does religious experience have for latter day saint
fathers of children with special needs

2

how does religious experience influence latter day saint fathers of
children with special needs

3

popenoe
has
reached
age
epidemic
an
when
fatherlessness
proportions
in
1996

in what ways can religious belief practice and community

encourage and support fathers in their efforts to be committed to and

responsible for their children with special needs

10
meanings
LDS
for
fathers
religious

the potential of a qualitative approach to fathering and religion
follow up to dollahite marks and olson
this study is a followup

1998

whose

qualitative work examined latter day saint fathers of children with special needs in that
study although none of the interview questions asked about religious belief or

experience the data indicated that religion manifested itself in the lives of these fathers in

their beliefs practices and community ties

the present study thoroughly examines

religion in connection with fathering challenges thus this study should provide a deeper
and more deliberate look at the connection between religion and fathers of children with

special needs in addition to the fact that this topic is novel as a research focus the

methodological approach is designed to provide the kind of richness and depth called for
by thomas and cornwall 1990

most extant data on religion and fathering were obtained through quantitative
methods that are helpful in most research pursuits but are probably less effective than
qualitative methods in tapping into the deeper meanings and nuances of religious
experience however the fact that qualitative work on religion and family is relatively
limited
scarce

dantonio

et al

1982 and qualitative work on faith and fathering is even more

eg dollahite et al

1998

latshaw 1998 palkovitz & palm 1998 prompted

leuca and alien
delduca
deleuca
bennet De
ailen 1995 to suggest that future religious research should
allen
include interviews with fathers
can give us windows

10
p 3310

indeed interview based qualitative approaches

daly 1992a p 4 and lift the veils

blumer 1969 p 32 to

meanings and insights that are difficult to obtain by other methods gilgun daly &

handel 1992 therefore for this project a qualitative narrative based approach was

religious meanings for LDS fathers
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1I 1I

used in hope of uncovering richer thicker information about the relationship between

religion and fathering experiences meanings and processes

METHODS

sample and procedures

for this study the desired sample was religious fathers of children with special
needs because of the deeply personal issues of discussing a religious experience and
b a child with special needs fathers

researcher

of one faith and of the same denomination as the

jesus
christ of latter day saints often referred to as LDS
church
of
the

were selected to make the interviews as comfortable as possible for the fathers

to obtain

access to the desired sample a respected agency that assisted families with special needs
children was contacted in a predominantly LDS community

to preserve confidentiality

the agency mailed out letters describing the project and requesting participation

seventeen of the nineteen fathers in the sample were contacted through this method

to

broaden the age range of children and type of special needs two other fathers were
located through snowballing

at the time of initial contact

all 19 of the fathers in the sample were active

members of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints which teaches that men
should give highest priority to their responsibilities as husbands and fathers hawkins

dollahite & rhoades 1993 A sample characteristic unique to the LDS church
marciano 1991 was that all of the fathers also held the priesthood in the LDS faith the
priesthood carries with it the primary responsibility to love bless lead and serve ones
family

the

LDS church also teaches that fathers will be held accountable before god

religious meanings for LDS fathers
for the discharge of these obligations
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1I

18
19
the
were married one was divorced and all of those married
fathers
of

were married to women who were also active in the LDS faith

19
17
the
fathers
were
of

caucasian one was a pacific islander father and one a hispanic father based on basic
demographic information and place of residence all fathers were of
ofmiddle
middie
middle
socioeconomic status

the

age range of the fathers was 25 to 49 years mean

348
34.8
348

the number of children in these fathers families ranged from one to six

and each

family had at least one child with special needs four of the families had more than one

child with special needs

the special needs of the children included a variety of moderate

to severe physical and cognitive delays serious chronic and terminal conditions autism

tourette syndrome down syndrome heart disease severe scoliosis deafness and
blindness

the age range of the children with special needs was eight months to sixteen

years mean

45 see appendix A for a demographic summary of the fathers and
45
4.5

children
A letter explaining the study and inviting participation was first sent to a group of
50

latter day saint fathers who had been involved in an early intervention program for

children birth three years with special needs in the last twenty years each father had
the option of phoning the researcher to have any questions answered prior to consenting
to be interviewed

10
20
50
fathers
responded
the
contacted
of

response rate and 6

other unique latter day saint beliefs and practices mentioned in this paper are further
explored in the discussion section the best source for further explanation is the
1992
encyclopedia of
mormonism
ludlow
ed
ofmormonism

religious meanings for LDS fathers
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fathers were interviewed the other four indicated that the special needs of their children
were minor

two other fathers mentioned earlier were also recruited and interviewed

in a second similar mailing six months later 12 of 33 fathers responded

affirmatively 36

response rate and

11
1I 1I

were interviewed though these response rates

may appear low they are average to high compared with the typical non incentive mail
35
survey response rate of 151535

for middle aged men call personal communication

I
male
obtaining
difficulty
participation
1
additional
of
the
1992a
indicates
daly
992a
52199

in qualitative interviews

A particular challenge

is to access

mens perspectives of

family experience because men typically have been difficult to recruit in qualitative

research

p 6

fathers were given the option of being interviewed in their home at their place of
employment or at a university site one father opted for the university setting because of
convenience two fathers were interviewed at their place of employment and the
remaining sixteen fathers were interviewed in their homes
interview schedule

the interview schedule

for both samples consisted of 20 open ended questions

see appendix B that were carefully constructed with sensitivity to the bodies of

literature regarding a fathering b fathering children with special needs c fathering
and religion and d the previous work of the author and his colleagues in this area

dollahite marks & olson 1998 the first

12

questions addressed the contextual

challenges of being the father of a child with special needs

the last eight questions asked

if religious experience was meaningful and influential to the father and his family and if

religious meanings for LDS fathers
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so how questions designed to invite the sharing of personal stories meanings and

interpretations relating to both contextual and religious questions were frequently asked

interview times ranged from fifty minutes to four hours with a mean of one and a half
hours As an expression of appreciation for their participation each father was provided
with the interview on diskette audio cassette and hard copy

coding
consistent with the recommendation that the researcher be familiar with the
sphere of life under study gilgun 1992

1I

reviewed the religion and family literature

prior to data analysis however to minimize potential biases resulting from a grounding
in previous research

1I

was assisted in the coding process by two undergraduate students

who were not steeped in the literature and constrained in

knowledge of itif strauss & corbin 1990 p 50

their creative efforts by a

all interviews were coded

atheoretically but with sensitivity to ways in which religious experience might encourage

responsible fathering
interviews were read and reread by all coders before formal coding began once
coding commenced the units of analysis included a narratives stories or experiences
and b meanings interpretations of lived experience from the coding three dimensions

of faith were identified

1

spiritual beliefs which included personal and internal beliefs

framings meanings and perspectives

2 religious

practices which included outward

observable expressions of faith such as prayer scripture reading and other less formal
behaviors connected with faith and

3 malth
maith
3jaith
faith community

which included interactions

with members of ones congregation latter day saints call their congregation a ward

religious meanings for LDS fathers
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both in and out of church meetings these three categories offered a starting point for

examining religion in a structured way
in conjunction with the research question that asked if religious experience helped
the fathers remain responsible for and connected with their child interviews were also

analyzed for data that related to involvement and responsible fathering doherty et al
1998 termed in this study

a responsibility the fathers sense of responsibility duty

and commitment to his child and b relationship the fathers sense of relational and

emotional involvement with his child these dimensions are similar to but are not based
on levine and

pitts 199556
6
support
financial
and emotional
delineation
of
19955

and

physical care as the key elements of responsible fathering after a father has established
legal paternity

validity reliability and objectivity in qualitative terms

the often

raised issue of adequate rigor in qualitative research calls for brief

confirmability
discussion of the concepts of credibility transferability
confirm ability
transfer ability dependability and conformability

denzin 1994 lincoln & guba 1985
credibility the qualitative researchers parallel to the quantitative standard of
validity is credibility specifically credibility refers to the fit between the respondents
intended meaning and the researchers interpretation of respondent statements gilgun

summarizes this concern in the question am I communicating what my informants are
1

telling me

199225 one practice used in this study to increase credibility was

persistent observation dienhart 1998 that was maintained through the authors firsthand involvement throughout the interview process second in harmony with the

religious meanings for LDS fathers
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19
1994
fathers in the
the
denzin
recommendation of
ofprolongedfield
engagement
prolongedfield
prolongedfield

study were interviewed over an eleven month span so that the author could be and was

closely engaged in instrument development interviewing and analysis A third

debriefing
recommendation peer debrie
ng denzin 1994 was used during the process of analysis
through the assistance of two LDS undergraduate students who had excelled in a course
covering qualitative methods after reading and rereading the transcripts analysis and
coding were first done independently and then discussed jointly with members taking
turns leading out on each narrative combination and elimination of themes and final

dimensions were not assigned until consensus was reached however there was in most
cases strong initial agreement
ability
transferability
the quantitative methods
transfer

criterion external validity is in

qualitative methods called transferability
trans
irons for
fer ability in other words
explanation fits a given description

whether or not a given

janesick 1994216 in an effort to better ascertain

the fit between the data and coding schema a rough draft of the coding categories

discussed in this paper complete with additional data not presented in this paper were
presented at a graduate student symposium for the inspection and criticism of graduate
students and faculty

dependability

the version of measurement reliability

in qualitative methods is

called dependability and is concerned with the consistency stability and accuracy of an

instrument over time

the fundamental issue is that changes in instrument design have a

readable coherent trail for this study a 20 question instrument appendix B was
carefully developed over a oneyear
one year period by three fathering scholars and included

religious meanings for LDS fathers
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interactive feedback from fathers in two pilot interviews although the interviewer was in
no way constrained to the questions on the interview schedule the schedule served as a

stable perennial structure from which to work and no significant design changes were
made throughout the interview process

conformability
confirmability
conformability
Confirm ability is the qualitative parallel of the quantitative
Confirm ability confirmability

methods demand that the researcher maintain objectivity some who embrace qualitative
methodology disagree with the ontological and epistemological bases of the objectivist
ideal and argue for reflexivity instead farnsworth 1996 miles & huberman 1994

reissman 1993 the author is sympathetic to this stance and will address it later
himself in the subjectivity vs
however regardless where the researcher aligns herself
herselfhimself
objectivity debate all data should be traceable or confirmable to the original source in
compliance with this standard all data reported in this paper are available in their original
form on audio cassette diskette and hard copy second a data trail composed of hard

copies containing analyses of the interviews is available from

dr david dollahite

school of family life BYU
reflexivity because of the admitted subjective and interpretive position of the

researcher often preferred in qualitative methodology miles & huberman 1994

reissman 1993 a critical issue is reflexivity or the potential influence of the
researchers bias on interpreting and reporting the results such information is especially
vital when the researcher is an insider member of the group he or she is studying daly
1992b dollahite et al

1998 farnsworth 1996

1I

myself am a father and a devout

member of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints As such my objective is to

religious meanings for LDS fathers
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provide an accurate and thorough insider s view rather than a more traditional and distant

scholar subject representation

this objective coupled with the discussion of the

intensely personal issues of religion and fathering a child with special needs may make
the insider approach the most effective for obtaining data with depth however because

of my personal beliefs and experiences

1I

acknowledge a predisposition to see religion as

valuable to fathers in order to counter this tendency the interview instrument included
questions on possible detrimental or less than helpful aspects of religious experience and
those data will be reported as well

FINDINGS

findings are discussed in connection with each dimension of faith as follows a
the dimensions meaning and influence in conjunction with father responsibility b the

dimensions meaning and influence in conjunction with the father child relationship and
c

the challenges related to the dimension of faith as experienced by the fathers and their

families in harmony with wright watson and

bells

1996 conceptual
ization of beliefs
conceptualization

not only religious beliefs as most fundamental to understanding ourselves and others
the findings related to the dimension of spiritual beliefs are discussed first followed by

the closely related dimension of religious practices

the more social and external

is
by
followed
discussion
addressed
third
dimension of
community
faith
offaith

the dimension of spiritual beliefs
spiritual beliefs and responsibility several narratives seemed to describe a sense

of sacred responsibility sacred in that the fathers believed they had a personal
responsibility to god for their children

this sense of responsibility did not seem
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burdensome to the fathers but instead seemed to add a sense of meaning and identity

todd the father of two sons who struggle with autism discussed his ongoing calling
1
felt like had a special calling when they were bom
born I dont think that calling
1
ends when they turn thirty I think a father s calling is always a father s calling
I d man or a two year old son
so whether you re fathering a forty fifive
ve year oold
oid
its a
very special calling it means heavenly father has entrusted me with these spirits
1
to help them grow and to teach them the things that he thinks I need to teach
1
1
I
so
heavenly father has
think if I dont teach them ill be accountable
them
entrusted me and called me and he wants me to be a father
if god were
1
1
I
standing right here would he say was doing a good job or a bad job I want
1
1
I
one
I
day
find
how
a
good
out
a
good
doing
job
job
say
that was
him to
ill
did
1I

1I

1

year
son
delayed
old
two
developmentally
whose
in a tone similar to dodds
bruce
todds

richard only recently learned how to crawl and has great difficulty communicating
provided an insight regarding his long
term perspective and what it means to him as
longterm

richards father
1
is
life
over I will meet the savior and my son richard will be there and
after this
1
god
will
be
and
he
the child of
perfectly normal and alert
that I hoped he would
be and he will look at me and say thank you for taking care of me for doing the
1
I think about the longterm
long term perspective after this life when
things you did
we meet the savior and he looks at you and says that you did a good job as a
father

A belief in the long
term
longterm

or as the latter day saints call it eternal

perspective

bruce alluded to was referenced about 30 times in the interviews and by a majority of the
fathers A fundamental concept in this belief is the potential for family relationships to

endure beyond the grave jeremy the father of jeffrey age 4 with severe developmental
delays was highly involved in several sports leagues before jeffrey was bom
born but

explained how a belief in eternal families has influenced the way he views his
responsibilities
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when you truly know that families can be together for ever
once you realize
that and know that where its beyond belief and its a knowledge it makes it easy
to do whatever you have to do as a father it doesnt become burdensome it
1I
doesnt become could be playing ball it just becomes easy theres just no
other way to go
A concluding example that seemed to illustrate the connection between spiritual

beliefs and a sense of responsibility was given by bruce who shared a childhood

recollection relating to his own father that strengthened bruces
braces commitment to his son
and family in a way that he associated with his own spiritual beliefs

one of the things that 1I remember from my childhood is when we were working
on the yard at our cabin in minnesota we children would get tired and leave
and go and play but my father would always stay until the job was done it would
1
1
I
always impress me that would be playing with my friends and then I would still
see my dad working on the same job until the job was done it always impressed
me and has carried throughout my life that thats what men do they accomplish
1
the job they finish the job As far as the religious or spiritual things I see from
1
is
my father through his example that this my job I am to finish the job so no
matter what it takes or how long it is you just stick to it and go to work until the
job is done it is the fathers responsibility and the churche
churchs teachings that
you are responsible that you are the support that this is what you do

bruces
braces narrative was significant in light of relatively high paternal abandonment rates
among families with special needs children fewell & vadasy 1986 because bruce

planned to finish the job

1I

will now address the connection between spiritual beliefs

and the father child relationship

spiritual beliefs and relationships for some fathers the sharing of spiritual
beliefs with their children was in and of itself a relational experience jeff the father of
six children including one young son with autism discussed how his faith has

provided him and his wife with opportunities to have meaningful conversations with their
children
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we can sit down and have discussions with the children about why we are here
on earth
did that with my oldest son when we were on a camping trip about a
year ago we talked about why we are here who is our father in heaven and
other things how many times do we hear other people that don t have a faith in
god
they wonder about the purpose of life and is there a god and what do
1
you teach your children about religion I dont have to worry about that because
we
have faith that we know what is going on and what is to come
1I

throughout his interview eric whose son benjamin

16 suffers from a severe

in
and
correction
teaching
influence
heart condition referred to his wifes
positive
cifes

connection with his religious and family life in response to a question if his religious
beliefs were influential in his family relationships he explained how he tries to make his
personal beliefs more relational by inviting feedback from his children
long suffering gentleness
the doctrines of persuasion longsuffering

all those kind of
1
characteristics are not just sunday practices in fact I have an interesting
1
1
I
relationship with my children in that invite them to help correct me when I
long suffering or kind or those kind of
demonstrate that im not being patient or longsuffering
things my oldest daughter is really quite good at it and benjamin is becoming
1
good at it theyll be very candid with me saying dad I feel uncomfortable
with the way youre handling this so the doctrine the theology to me defines
fatherhood and its just me learning how to apply those principles as a father

by
mentioned
As with responsibility a belief in the eternal nature of families was me
notioned
ntioned

several fathers in a relational context martin the father of andrew age 9 severe spinal

difficulties related the influence that he perceived this belief had for his family
love you forever and ever past the end
when they were little id tell the kids
of time at the end of bedtime stories and stuff when wed talk in the evening
that was always the thing theyd know and often id say if we were in the back
yard swinging or whatever id say hey how long will dad love you and
they know forever and ever past the end of time
its neat because there is
1I

we see our family in that context and so everyone is very integrated
that bond
well being of every other
and highly interested in the welfare and the love and the wellbeing
member
spiritual beliefs as a challenge spiritual beliefs were almost always discussed as
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meaningful and supportive in connection with both responsibility and relationships

however in response to a question that asked if any beliefs were less than helpful scott
the father of two children with special needs mentioned his belief in individual

accountability as perplexing in light of his autistic daughter Maris
marissas
sas limitations
larissas

the concept that has been burdensome to me is the notion of accountability the
book of mormon speaks eloquently of our individual accountability and our
responsibility to act and not be acted upon and have wrestled through the last
several years with my childs ability to be accountable to act and not be acted
upon and to have the opportunity to demonstrate her abilities for heavenly father
1
I dont
in
in terms of inheriting eternal life and how that all fits to his plan
1
1
I
know why marrisa has this handicap honestly dont I dont know why she
so
would be allowed to go through life never fully having full faculties
accountability is a perplexing although not a disturbing concept for me in my
religious beliefs
1I

summary with the exception of this struggle mentioned by scott no other
spiritual belief narratives were mentioned as a challenge making this the least
1.4
14
14

challenging dimension of faith explored in this study in addition to being the least

challenging dimension spiritual beliefs were coded as positive in all 19 interviews
making spiritual beliefs the dimension the most frequently mentioned as meaningful or
influential specifically references to a belief in an eternal perspective in connection
with both responsibility and relationships suggested that an eternal perspective was

beneficial to many fathers in meeting their childrens needs

the dimension of religious practices
religious practices and responsibility A large body of research has correlated
religious practices with a variety of beneficial personal and familial outcomes however
less is known about the deeper questions of how and why religious practices are
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significant in meeting parental challenges
religious practices

the following narratives mention a variety of

eg prayer scripture reading singing baptism but more important

than the scope of practices were the meanings the fathers attributed to them

references to responsibility were less abundant in connection with religious
practices than they were with spiritual beliefs however some fathers discussed their
experience in ways that suggested a connection between their religious practices and a
deep sense of responsibility to their children blake expressed feeling a profound sense of

responsibility to his newborn daughter jordan as she struggled for her life and was in the
most need

he explained that he just had to start praying for her

kept working on my daughter trying to get her to breathe and she
the doctors keyt
was just lying there they couldnt get her to breathe and this went on and on
I
1
11
is
she
with
new to
when
this
hit
realize
that
fatherhood
mantle
get
of
thats
this world and her mom is lying on the table has undergone major surgery and
youre the only person in the world she has theres all the doctors theres
everyone around but when ashes
shes in trouble youre the one ashes
shes going to look to
youre the one that has to be there for her 1I just had to start praying for her
when she was in the most need it just hit me that it was up to me to pray for her
there was no one else on earth that could do that for her at that time that was
probably the most sacred experience ive had with her
1I

blakes narrative

is one example

of the moral call a childs need can extend to a father

dollahite hawkins & brotherson 1997
religious practices and relationships while only a few fathers discussed
religious practices in ways that suggested connection with a sense of paternal

responsibility more than half of the fathers mentioned religious practices in ways that
seemed to influence their relationship with their children several fathers discussed the
practice of family prayer and scripture study as important to their family relationships in
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this excerpt martin reflected
A very positive thing in our life is early morning scripture study and prayer we
get up in the morning and we sing a childrens hymn and one of the family
members will give a prayer then we read the scriptures and its a beautiful
experience then we talk about the meaning of the scriptures and try to derive
applications for our daily lives then at the end of the scripture study ill say a
and the love the bonding the unity the
prayer for the family for the day
the communion or closeness
reduction in behavior problems in our children
that we experience in our family is very positive
it has a calming positive
influence in our family

one interview question asked the fathers if they could recall a special or sacred
experience when they felt especially close to their child nearly one half of the fathers
responded to this question by sharing experiences related to religious practices monty
whose two year old son has experienced severe stomach problems and moderate

developmental delays since birth recalled

when my little boy was blessed in church given a name and a blessing it was
just being in that circle holding him being near him it was great
really neat
1
after he was blessed I took and just held him
the spirit in that circle just
after was very strong it was marvelous it was great it was wonderful it was
indescribable
in response to the same question shane reflected on bonding time with his two year old
autistic daughter jenna

sometimes when sing to her at night make up little songs and kind of tell her
1
god
loves her I feel the holy spirit really strong
that
1I

1I

the LDS faith is unique in that it allows all faithful fathers to hold the priesthood
and encourages them to use the priesthood on behalf of their family members in response
to a question about religious practices that have been meaningful

jeff specifically

mentioned what the opportunity to use his priesthood to baptize his children at age eight
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has meant to him in his relationships with his children

the religious thing that has been the most rewarding as a father is

when my
children get baptized its like a father to son or father to daughter thing thats
passed down through the time sharing that special thing with them
sharing
the gospel is one of the most important things in my life and it is their first
entryway or doorway to following along the path to be able to do these
ordinances eg baptism for my own children has been a very special thing
1
god
I
the
presence
especially in
strongly
felt
of
as
quite
no
have
time
other
at
that
time
during
the
kids
as
conjunction
each
with
con
of
unction
J

religious practices as challenges although nearly all 19 fathers in the sample
described their religious practices as helpful in some way eric whose 16 year old son

benjamin suffers from an extreme heart condition discussed how the LDS practice of
family home evening a strongly encouraged weekly practice of gathering all family

members together for instruction council activities etc has presented a challenge for
his family

he explained that his family had to be careful about

1
my
wife and I at times have
being very dogmatic about family home evening
had a healthy debate what does family home evening mean is it very
structured does it start at 730 in the evening and conclude at 830 when theres
1
always a treat getting dogmatic about the nondoctrinal things I think is
dangerous
in terms of implementation of beliefs into practices traditions or
1
rituals I think weve got to be weve had to be very flexible

summary while the above challenge was mentioned in connection with religious
practices positive references to this dimension were much more common religious
practices like the dimension of spiritual beliefs discussed earlier had apparent meaning
and influence for most of the fathers in connection with their father child relationships

however the dimension of religious practices seemed less connected with the fathers
sense of responsibility than spiritual beliefs were
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the dimension of faith community
faith community and responsibility data that correlate activity

in a faith

well being are
community with various measures of personal marital and family wellbeing

fudeo christian faiths father
abundant see earlier review in the LDS faith as in most judeo
responsibility is strongly emphasized in this narrative shane described how
congregational meetings have reminded him of his responsibility to his wife and
children

if you go to conference or priesthood meeting congregational meetings where
church leaders address doctrinal topics usually in connection with family
relationships something you realize every time is your responsibility to your
that youre held accountable that is one of the greatest
children and
accountings that youll make to the lord is your responsibility to your wife and
your children so just understanding the judgments youll face and the importance
of these responsibilities to god makes you realize more and more how
important being a good father should be to yourself

martin similarly described the benefits he has felt from his church attendance
think going to church is good in helping me to be a good father and keeping me
focused on the real meaning of life keeping me focused on my fam
familys
ilys interests
1I think that
its an enriching strengthening and transformative process
1I

in addition to the emphasis their faith community seemed to place on
responsibility several fathers indicated that their congregations had been there for them
in helping them to meet the special needs of their families in reply to a question that

asked if his congregation had ever helped his family through challenges monty reflected
on the support his family received while his son was in primary childrens hospital in

salt lake city 40 miles from his home

they the church members have been there they were helpful to me when my
son was in the hospital

1I

could call on them and depend on them to pick me up if
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needed a ride home because my car was broken down they also helped us
1
with meals
it was great it meant a lot to me here I had no transportation my
wife was at the hospital and we could just call and rely on them
1I

when lairds prematurely bom
born son foster was hospitalized far from his family

s

home

some friends from church helped his family out of a bind

we were kind of in a bind because we didnt have the money to rent an apartment
provo
1
I
so my parents talked to some old
over here but still needed to work in
provo
friends from the church in
and they invited us to come and stay with them
we stayed with them not only while foster was in the hospital but when he first
got out and we were looking for a place over here
it was such a huge help for
us to have that burden removed from us for the time being so that we could be
close to the hospital

faith community and relationships while faith community references that
suggested relational connections were less frequent than those that suggested

responsibility martin shared how a church assignment his young son andrew received
provided them a bonding moment

this experience began by martin seeking to meet a

perceived need in andrew to be prepared
remember approaching andrew as we were going into the laundry room and
saying hey bud you know youve got a talk coming up in primary childrens
sunday school here in a few days why dont we work on that talk and he just
1
stopped turned around smiled and calmly said dad I already know what im
1
it
going to say and knowing would be his first talk in primary I thought id
1
1
I just
I
so
better get a trial run just to see cause need to help him if necessary
squatted down sort of about eye level and he said very persuasively this was
jesus is real hes alive and he loves us then he paused and said
his little talk
1
1I love you too
I
he
and
said
have the faith to follow
paused
dad
and
then
jesus christ that was his talk and it was great
1I

faith community and challenges there were approximately three times as many
references to the salutary influence of faith community that related to father responsibility
and father child relationships however there were seven narratives from four different
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fathers that indicated challenges associated with some aspects of their faith community

in fact more challenging references were identified in connection with faith
community than the other two dimensions of spiritual beliefs and religious practices

combined three examples pertained to the challenge of church callings

local

congregations of the LDS church are fully operated by the lay membership and members
typically have at least one calling

a formal church responsibility

eg teacher clerk

home visitor etc assigned by the congregations bishop pastor thompson 1992

in

this first narrative scott the father of five children two with special needs described
the strain that accompanied his calling to serve in the demanding position of bishops

counselor largely because it made it more difficult for him to meet his families needs

when marrisa autistic was a year or two old was in a BYU bishopric was
1
I had my
spending sundays at BYU and occasionally a week night at BYU
1
business I was in a BYU bishopric spending a lot of time there and each evening
1I was needing to put marissa to bed
1 I was trying to be a father to my other
1I

1I

three children as well and be a husband to my wife and deal with the other things
and that was very very difficult
my was
primary
interaction with the LDS churche
churchs childrens organization Prim

mentioned as a struggle by four of the fathers
it illustrates

lances

frustration with

lances narrative is representative because

joshs
josas unmet needs

our real challenges have been integrating josh age 6 down syndrome into the
ward and that has caused a bone of contention now and then the primary
handbook is very specific its very appropriate to have a special aid for josh
through primary
its just been really hard for me that the bishop wont find
the resources to make that happen because theyre certainly available

discussion

AND

conceptual MODEL

following a brief mention of the limitations of this study the major findings
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including the core for each dimension of faith are discussed then consistent with the
goals of grounded theory strauss & corbin 1990 a conceptual model figure

1

is

presented

an inherent limitation of qualitative research is that in order to achieve the
hallmark of rich descriptive data one must usually focus narrowly in light of this fact
perhaps the four most apparent limitations of the present study were that it included
only one religious faith 2 only fathers

3

1

only fathers who were religious and 4 only

families with special needs children these limitations should be considered as the
conceptual model is presented as they may limit the adaptability of the model and its core

concepts which will be discussed next

the conceptual model

the conceptual model is based on the major findings and illustrates the core
concepts that emerged and suggests how these concepts relate to one another first the
six core concepts in the model eternal family perspective sacred binding practices

covenant familial community eternal connection sacred responsibility and faithful
fathering are discussed in turn with reference to previous research relationships
between concepts are then addressed

eternal family perspective
the core of spiritual beliefs eternalfamily

A major research

question was what meaning and influence do spiritual beliefs hold for these LDS fathers
i
al needs
special
with
children
spec
of

thirty responses directly and many others indirectly

eternal family perspective
addressed a belief which is here termed an eternalfamily

the frequency and

pervasiveness of this concept suggests that this is the most meaningful and salient crux of
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religious meanings for LDS fathers
religious experience for these LDS fathers

watson and bell
experience

this

s 1996 conceptual
conceptualization
ization
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finding is consistent with wright

of beliefs as fundamental to lived

the meaning of the concept of eternal family perspective is explained in the

following statement of LDS beliefs

in the premortal realm spirit sons and daughters knew and worshiped god as their
eternal father and accepted his plan by that his children could obtain a physical
body and gain earthly experience to progress toward perfection and ultimately
realize his or her divine destiny as an heir of eternal life the divine plan of
happiness enables family relationships to be perpetuated beyond the grave sacred
ordinances and covenants available in holy temples make it possible for
individuals to return to the presence of god and for families to be united eternally
LDS proclamation on the family

thus for these fathers their eternal family perspective offered them

a an identity as a

spirit son of god b a belief that his child with special needs despite imperfections in
this life is also a spirit daughter or son of god and c a belief that family relationships
can endure eternally these beliefs seemed to permeate the fathers lives as indicated by
the way they discussed the other concepts addressed in the model these beliefs

profoundly influenced the sense of responsibility and connection these fathers felt with
their children

one
research question
binding
religious
core
sacred
practice
practices
the
of
asked if religious practices encouraged and supported fathers in their efforts to be

committed to their children and if so how these fathers mentioned practices such as
prayer priesthood blessings and scripture study that helped bind them to their children in
ways that transcended more ordinary father child interactions

thus the core of the

dimension of religious practice could be termed sacred binding practices because of the
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popenoe
1995
1996 disconnection
Blanke
dilemma
of fatherlessness blankenhorn
nhom
american

of fathers from their children is a focal concern of this research project therefore sacred
binding practices are important because of the potential they have for binding and
connecting fathers to their children in deep and lasting ways

this finding is especially

relevant in light of relatively high abandonment rates among fathers of children with
special needs fewell & vadasy 1986

one
covenant
research
community
community
the core offaith
of falth
familial
faith
question addressed whether the fathers faith community encouraged and supported him
in his efforts to be committed to his child and if so how

data suggested that faith

community was a beneficial support for these fathers when it functioned as a covenant

familial community A key latter day saint belief is that all persons are spirit children of

god therefore the common practice of considering and calling other church members
jackson
1992 in addition to this
a
literal
meaning
has
spiritually
and
sister
brother
belief in a mutual heavenly father

LDS members have made sacred covenants which

connect them to both their families and their religious congregations rozsa 1992

because of this the LDS community goes beyond social support and becomes an
extended family bound by shared covenants when realized this ideal made covenant
community a great benefit to the fathers and their families however when this ideal was
unmet it was both disappointing and hurtful

sense
the
responsibility
responsibility
much
core
of
sacred
offather
the
of
of father
rather
ofsacred
research on fathering has emphasized two related but somewhat different concepts one
includes relationships involvement and connection the second emphasizes temporal
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commitment and responsibility doherty et al 1998 levine & pitt 1995
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the concept

sense of sacred responsibility indicates a transcendent religious commitment these

fathers had to their children which was often discussed in relationship to god whom the
fathers believed would hold them accountable for their actions toward their child

sense
child
relationships
offather
the core of jather
father
of eternal connection As mentioned
above relationships are important in connection with responsible fathering doherty et
al

1998

levine & pitt 1995 the core of the father child relationship for the fathers in

this study herein is termed sense of eternal connection

the fathers descriptions of their

relationships with their children typically included a reference to the eternal nature of
family relationships a concept also found in marshall et al s 1998 study of LDS

families with special needs children

this sense of an eternal connection between the

father and child encouraged a profound bond that would be difficult to facilitate in any

other less transcendent way and encouraged responsible involvement

commitment to faithful fathering

the concept of commitment to faithful fathering

fold meaning first it refers to fathers being faithfully committed to their
has a two
twofold

children and to meeting their needs dollahite & hawkins 1998 second it refers to
fathering done in a context of religious faith thus religious belief and practice is not
inherent in faithful fathering although religious experience or faith seemed to promote
responsible involved fathering for the fathers in this sample

connections between concepts
in the model thick arrows indicate strong relationships between concepts thinner
arrows indicate moderate relationships and dotted arrows indicate weaker relationships
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based on findings from this study other relationships likely exist but did not emerge in
this study eternal family perspective the core of spiritual belief for these fathers was

pervasively influential

this spiritual belief seemed to influence both the meaning of

sacred binding practices and interaction with the covenant community also like earlier
work linking fathering and religious belief christopherson
Christo pherson 1956 clark
oark 1958 fichter
dark
1962

religious belief seemed directly related to these fathers efforts to be faithful

connected and responsible sacred binding practices seemed most strongly linked to the
relational concept of eternal connection which in turn seemed to strengthen fathers
efforts to be faithful

for these fathers their covenant familial community was influential in
encouraging and supporting them in their efforts to be faithful fathers particularly from
social and temporal standpoints

this finding is consistent with previous work indicating

an emphasis on responsible manhood by religious communities horn in press nock
1998 and research which has shown that religious communities can be a valuable

resource for families of children with special needs bishop 1985 maton & wells 1995

webb mitchell 1993

conclusions
what has been learned about religious experience and responsible fathering from
this small group of fathers facing a particular challenge

the data indicate that although

faith community can at times be less than fully supportive an eternalfamily
eternal family

perspective sacred binding practices and covenantfamilial
covenant familial communities were
meaningful and influential supports for these men in their efforts to be befaithfulfathers
mathers
faithful
fathers
faithfulfathers
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while these core concepts are probably unique to the LDS faith in some ways the
dimensions of faith on which this study was based spiritual beliefs religious practices
and faith community are found in many faiths future research should include

quantitative and qualitative examinations of a a variety of faiths b data from other
family members and c fathers and families in a variety of challenging circumstances

such research should remain sensitive to ways in which religious experience is
meaningful or influential to the fathers in their efforts to be connected and responsible or
faithful

what do these findings have to do with the broader picture of responsible
fathering in connection with efforts to support and encourage responsible fathering
religious experience can often be a unique and powerful approach for at least two reasons

first faith communities have tremendous reach and influence in fact horn in press has
emphasized that there is no secular organizational network that has the degree of
contact with as many men as do churches and synagogues

1
21
2
p

second faith based

approaches can inspire motivate encourage direct and offer meaning to fathers about
the sacred responsibility and opportunities to care for and relate to their wives their

children and their god dollahite 1998a horn in press indeed a faith based approach
can give a transcendence that no social scientist or secular fatherhood enthusiast can

ever hope to find

horn in press 22 thus in addition to the strong social force

religious communities may wield as leading proponents of responsible fathering the
dimensions of faith discussed herein may act as deeply meaningful and beneficial
resources to fathers who are seeking to meet the needs of their children faith may yet be
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a important and ongoing part

of the solution to the urgent need for responsible fathers
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appendix A
father and child information
craig alien
ailen craig is in his mid thirties and works in information systems he is the
allen
weston age two who has developmental delays
adopted father of
ofweston
scott bench scott 40 works for a computer software company out of his home he is
the father of spencer age eleven who has Tour
tourettes
ettes syndrome and marissa age nine
who has autism

lance blake lance is in his late thirties and works out of his home so he can be more
available to his son joshua age 6 who has down syndrome
kline burton kline 34 works as a landscape superintendent kline is the father of three
children with special needs kyle 8 who suffers from autism and two prematurely born
bom
triplets named emily and nicole the third passed away at two months emily and
nicole age 3 are developmentally and speech delayed in addition to having hearing and
vision difficulties

blake call blake 35 works as a software developer he is the father of one daughter
jordan eighteen months who has moderate developmental delays

brian christensen brian 34 works at a large home improvement center he is the father
of matthew six months who has down syndrome
eric davis eric 40 works as a university administrator and professor he is the father
of benjamin 16 who suffers from a severe heart disease that has required numerous
surgeries including a heart transplant

bob hanks bob 49 works in business administration he is the adopted father of reed
14 has down syndrome
jenn
jeff
jeffhewitt
hewitt

jeff

38 works as a computer programmer

he is the father of two year old

benjamin who has autism
shane leavitt shane 25 recently graduated from college and is searching for a job he
jenna age two who has autism
ofjenna
is the father of
jeremy lovell jeremy is in his late thirties and works as a postal worker he is the
father of jeffrey age four who has severe developmental delays

todd martin martin 40 works in a financial aid office he is the father of andrew age
nine who was bom with shortened forearms and missing fingers andrew also has an
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ofscoliosis
extreme case of
scoliosis that has required extensive medical attention
moale moala moale 33 works in construction he is the father of prematurely bom
born
twin sons ricardo and michael age sixteen months the children have many challenges
including reactive respiratory disease seizures and growth retardation
fum iture company he is the father of alien
scott montoya monty 27 works for large furniture
ailen
allen
age one who suffers from a spastic stomach and developmental delays scott is divorced
but is actively involved as a father

bruce rich bruce 44 works in sales he is the father of richard age one who has
learning and developmental delays

ofjonathon
john smithson john 27 works as a studio technician he is the father of
jonathon age
one who suffers from speech impediment and delays

laird snell laird 29 works as a high school teacher he is the father of foster eight
months who was bom at five and a half months gestation and suffers from a variety of
cardiovascular and respiratory problems

todd thacker todd

30 works in sales

he

is the father

of connor and antonio ages

and 2 who both have autism

justin tolbert justin 25 works for a cement company he is the father of
braden age
ofbraden
two who suffers from chronic inflammation of the nerves

5
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appendix

B

fathering and faith with fathers of
children with special needs
david C dollahite phd principle investigator

statement of purpose

the following information is for the interviewer and to explain the purpose of the
project to the fathers
am interviewing fathers for a project conducted by
provo
young
university in
brigham
utah
1I

dr david dollahite of

the purpose of this project is to gather experiences ideas and suggestions from
fathers who have a child or children with a special need this can help us to a explore
how fathers stories of their experiences with a special needs child can help other fathers
learn ways in that fathers are able to connect with and care
facing similar challenges b leam
for their children and c explore how fathers are able to draw upon resources ie faith
religious beliefs and practices family communities special programs for children with
special needs etc to connect with and find special meaning in fathering their child

the interviews will be audio taped and transcribed rather than paying you for
your participation copies of the audio tape of the interview and a written transcript will
be provided to you along with a disk copy of the transcribed interview from past
experience participants greatly appreciate having a copy on disk of their interview since
they can then make this part of their family history
would like to explain some things about your participation in the project and
then ask you to sign what we call an informed consent form that indicates that you
understand the purpose of the project the ways this information may be used and the
ways we will protect your privacy
1I

interviewer then reads the information in the informed consent form has the
father sign and date it and then signs where it says witness
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INFORMED CONSENT FORM
to be signed by the participant before the interview begins

acknowledge that have had the purposes of this project
1
to
explained me and I hereby give my consent to be interviewed for this research project
1I

1I

understand that the research project am involved in is collecting narrative accounts
stories from fathers to be used to better understand fathering with children with special
needs and to help promote good fathering
1I

1I

understand that my privacy will be protected by the researchers in the following ways
a my name and the name of my family member will never be used when the experiences
1I share are discussed in written publication based on this research unless 1
I specifically
1
in
and writing request that my name and childs name be used b I can request that any
1
story I tell be deleted from the written transcript of the interview
1I

understand that am free to decline to answer any question do not wish to answer and
1
1
I
that at any time wish I can end the interview
1I

1I

1I

understand that will be given an audio tape and written transcript and a disk of the
transcribed interview as a form of compensation for my participation in this project
1I

signed

date

1I

witness
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INTERVIEW
ds
needs
fathering a child with special ne

to begin

1I1I m

your fathering your
aafew
going to ask you anew
few questions now that pertain to yourfathering
1
1
1
11
1
with
with
I
three
child
a special need there are I questions
parts to each first II will
1
prom
II will ask f0
1
next
e
bastl
specific
lastly
ask a general question
your
a
perienceftom
lastl
experience
and
y
r
life
for
from
fa
1I1I will ask you a question related to what meaning that experience might hold in your life
today or how you are different because ofyour
of your experience

your child with a sip
special
what is the name
sio ecial need
slo
ofvour
nam and the age of
childs name where appropriate throughout

insert the

CHILDS NAME

AGE
1I

WHAT WERE SOME OF THE INITIAL FEELINGS AND THOUGHTS YOU HAD WHEN YOU
1

LEARNED OF

S

SPECIAL NEED

ask for a specific experience
meaning interpretive question
ask a meaninginterpretive
2

WHAT 2 OR 3 THINGS HAVE BEEN THE MOST

meaningful TO YOU IN HELPING YOU

TO BE THE FATHER YOU WANT TO BE FOR

finances family extended family religious communities friends special
community programs health professionals etc

ask for a specific experience
meaning interpretive question
ask a meaninginterpretive

2a
aa

hand father the survey influences on father commitment and
here is a list of things some have found to be influential in
encouraging father commitment and involvement we would like to ask you to
tell us that of these have been most influential to you in terms of encouraging and
involvement

maintaining your involvement as a father
3

WHAT ARE SOME OF THE THINGS THAT YOU HAVE DONE WELL IN YOUR FAMILY TO
1

MEET

S

NEEDS

ask for a specific experience
meaning interpretive question
ask a meaninginterpretive
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4

WHAT MIGHT BE SOME OF THE GREATEST

53

challenges YOU HAVE FACED IN BEING A

FATHER OF A CHILD WITH SPECIAL NEEDS

ask for a specific experience
interpretive question
meaninginterpretive
ask a meaning
5

experience WITH THE HEALTH CARE SYSTEM SPECIAL
EDUCATION PROGRAMS SUPPORT SYSTEMS AND THE communities IN THAT YOU
WHAT HAS BEEN YOUR

participate
ask for a specific experience
meaning interpretive question
ask a meaninginterpretive
6

ARE THERE SPECIFIC PEOPLE YOU HAVE LEARNED THE MOST FROM IN MEETING
ISS NEEDS

ask for a specific experience
meaning interpretive question
ask a meaninginterpretive
that mathers
the research shows thatfathers
fathers of children with special needs

have unique

prom
that
mothers
other fathers
or
are
experiences
different from
from otherfathers
differentftom
orftom
7

IN GENERAL WHAT ARE SOME OF THE

experiences YOU HAVE HAD UNIQUE TO

BEING A FATHER OF A SPECIAL NEEDS CHILD

ask for a specific experience
meaning interpretive question
ask a meaninginterpretive
eniovableinteraction
is
abie
able
is
enjoy
different
Interaction
what
with
child
the
what
ableinteraction
most
spent
time
with extended family helpful or not helpful burdening

8

CAN YOU RELATE A STORY WHEN ONLY YOU WERE ABLE TO MEET A NEED OF YOUR
CHILD WHEN NO ONE ELSE COULD

ask for a specific experience
meaning interpretive question
ask a meaninginterpretive
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9

ARE THERE WAYS IN THAT HOW YOU RESPONDED INITIALLY TO
APPROACH HIMHER AFFECT OTHER FAMILY MEMBERS IN HOW THEY FIRST
RESPONDED TO AND NOW APPROACH HIMHER

OR NOW

ask for a specific experience
i
a
meaning
nterpreti ve question
mean
meaninginterpretive
ngi interpretive
ask
10

ARE THERE WAYS IN THAT YOU BELIEVE THAT FATHERING
HAS CHANGED YOU IN

A SPECIAL NEEDS CHILD

significant WAYS

ask for a specific experience
meaning interpretive question
ask a meaninginterpretive
11

WHAT ADVISE OR

suggestions WOULD YOU MAKE TO ANOTHER FATHER WHO HAS

A CHILD WITH A SPECIAL NEED

fathering
faith in fathe

the last part of our interview we will

be asking you some questions about your religious

your fathering your child with special needs
and practices as they relate to yourfathering
beliefs faith andpractices
mor
ano
nao
As be
have
will
three
questionfor
jor
general
a
each
a
question
re
question
parts
question
bemore
fio
before
for a
specific experience and an interpretation question or what meaning that experience
holds for you in your life today
12

DO YOUR SPIRITUAL
RELIGIOUS BELIEFS INFLUENCE THE WAY YOU FATHER YOUR
spiritualreligious
CHILDREN SPECIAL NEEDS OR OTHERWISE

IF YES HOW SO

ask for a specific experience
meaning interpretive question
ask a meaninginterpretive
13

WHAT ARE SOME OF YOUR DEEPEST AND STRONGEST SPIRITUAL BELIEFS RELATING
TO YOUR

fatherhood

TO YOUR CHILDREN TO YOUR FAMILY

ask for a specific experience
i
a
nterpreti ve question
meaning
mean
meaninginterpretive
ngi interpretive
ask
14

IS THERE A RELIGIOUS PRACTICE OR RITUAL OR TRADITION ORDINANCE

CEREMONY PERSONAL HABIT WORSHIP ETC

THAT HOLDS SPECIAL MEANING FOR
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YOU AS A FATHER

ask for a specific experience
meaning interpretive question
ask a meaninginterpretive
15

ARE THERE ANY RELIGIOUS BELIEFS PRACTICES
HAVE BEEN

burdensome

traditions

OR RITUALS THAT

OR LESS THAN HELPFUL TO YOU AS A FATHER OF A

SPECIAL NEEDS CHILD

ask for a specific experience
meaning interpretive question
ask a meaninginterpretive
16

HAS YOUR RELIGIOUS COMM
UN ITY
COMMUNITY
communitycongregation
itycongregation
CONGREGATION HELP YOU TO MEET YOUR
CHILDRENS NEEDS IN WHAT WAYS

ask for a specific experience
meaning interpretive question
ask a meaninginterpretive
17

CAN YOU RECALL A TIME WHEN YOU BEGAN TO understand YOU HAD A SPECIAL
rolecallingresponsibility IN THE LIFE OF YOUR CHILD

ask for a specific experience
meaning interpretive question
ask a meaninginterpretive
18

LOOKING BACK IS THERE ONE

experience THAT especially HELPED YOU TO

COMMIT TO BE THE BEST FATHER YOU COULD BE

ask for a specific experience
i
a
meaning
nterpreti ve question
mean
meaninginterpretive
ngi interpretive
ask
19

CAN YOU SHARE WITH US
WITH YOUR CHILD

A

SACRED OR SPIRITUAL

experience YOU HAVE HAD

ask for a specific experience
meaning interpretive question
ask a meaninginterpretive
20

FOR LDS FATHERS

IN WHAT WAYS IS THE TEMPLE AND THE IDEA OF ETERNAL

55

religious meanings for LDS fathers 56
FAMILIES

meaningful AND HELPFUL TO YOU

ask for a specific experience
i
lve question
a
mean
meaning
ng
meaninginterpretive
interpretive
nginterpret
ask
interpret ive

AS A FATHER

